Devote yourselves to PRAYER, being WATCHFUL and THANKFUL. And pray for us, too, that God may open a door for our message, so that we may proclaim the mystery of Christ, for which I am in chains. Pray that I may PROCLAIM it clearly, as I should. Be wise in the way you act toward outsiders; make the most of every opportunity. Let your conversation be always FULL OF GRACE, seasoned with salt, so that you may know how to answer everyone.

Colossians 4:2-6

Prayer
• Pray for a love for the lost.
• Pray for the willingness to share.
• Pray to see the opportunities God brings your way.
• Pray for an obedient heart to share when prompted by the Holy Spirit.

Watchful
• Be watching throughout the day for opportunities.
• Seek to ‘see’ and recognize how God may be working in those around you.
• Allow the Holy Spirit to make you sensitive and alert to opportunities.

Thankful
• Be thankful for your salvation... your relationship with Jesus... for how the Lord has helped you, protected you, comforted you, guided you and provided for you.
• Be thankful to serve as an ambassador pointing others to Jesus.

Proclaim
• Seek to explain the Gospel clearly.
• Look to God for wisdom and discernment.
• Trust the Holy Spirit to make spiritual truth understandable to those we speak.

Full of Grace
• Be gracious, respectful and kind.
• Let the love of Jesus flow through you.
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